Clean your gun faster, easier and keep it clean longer
Hoppe’s Elite® Gun Cleaner
Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner cleans down to the pores, removing
layers of fouling and embedded carbon that has been there
since your gun’s first firing. With continued use, Hoppe’s Elite
conditions your bore to resist additional carbon fouling —
making gun cleaning easier and faster. In fact, using Hoppe’s
Elite regularly can cut your gun cleaning time by up to 80%.
This new technology is also odorless — so if you’re out hunting,
the game will smell your breath before it smells your gun.
Plus, Hoppe’s Elite is non-toxic and biodegradable, so you can
literally clean your gun at your kitchen sink, without worrying
about harmful chemicals and fumes.
2 oz.
4 oz.
8 oz.
32 oz.

#GC2
#GC4
#GC8
#GC32

1 gallon
5 gallon
55 gallon

#GC1
#GC5
#GC55

Carbon rings left behind
by ordinary gun cleaner

Spotless cleaning with
Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner

Side-by-side comparison shows how
Hoppe’s Elite cleans down to the pores

Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil
Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil is the perfect match to our Hoppe’s Elite
Gun Cleaner. The oil uses super slick technology that eliminates
puddling in the bore and instead creates a micro-fine layer of oil
all over the surface. With this superior coating layer, you actually
get better, longer-lasting protection throughout your firearm.
2 oz.
4 oz.
1 gallon

#GO2
#GO4
#GO1

Ordinary gun oils
lie flat on the
surface of the metal,
beading and pooling

5 gallon
#GO5
55 gallon drum #GO55

Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil
disperses in a thin coat across
the entire surface of the bore
and is also pulled deep into
the pores of the metal

Hoppe’s Elite Bore Gel
For deep cleaning and metal conditioning, Hoppe’s Elite Bore
Gel is the right choice. Its thicker formula clings to the unique
interior shapes within a bore to clean more deeply. It contains
the same state-of-the-art aerosolvents, surfactants and other
compounds found in Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner.
4 oz.
5 gallon

#BG4
#BG5

1 gallon
#BG1
55 gallon drum #BG55

Hoppe’s Elite Sportsmen’s Stain Remover
Blood stains, grass stains and powder residue can be washed from
your clothing with ease. Hoppe’s Elite Sportsmen’s Stain Remover
is the bio-degradable, non-toxic cleaner that saves your favorite
hunting garments. Easy spray-on applicator lets you pre-treat just
before you launder. 16 oz. bottle.
#ESSR
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HOPPE’S ELITE®

Introducing a new
innovation in cleaning rods...
Hoppe’s Elite Cleaning Rod System
If you have several firearms that need cleaning, you’re going to love this
new Hoppe’s Elite cleaning rod concept that uses a single handle to
accept all rod diameters and lengths. The handle is ergonomically
designed and comfortable enough to handle even the toughest
cleaning project. Change to a new rod length or diameter simply
by pushing a button.
Handle attaches quickly
to any Hoppe’s Elite
Cleaning Rod, and
formed cushion grip
assures comfort and
ergonomic fit

Handle
• Push button attachment and
detachment allows for quick
changeovers.
• Precision ball bearings allow
smooth rotation of rod.
• Accepts all rod diameters
and lengths.
Hoppe’s Elite Interchangeable Rods
Rifle

Rod
Length

.17 - 20
26"
.17 - 20
36"
.220 - 6.5mm
30"
.220 - 6.5mm
38"
.220 - 6.5mm
44"
.270 - .30+
30"
.270 - .30+
38"
.270 - .30+
44"
Pistol
.17 - .20
8"
.17 - .20
16"
.22+
8"
.22+
16"
Shotgun/Blackpowder
34"
44"
Cleaning Rod Handle

Stainless
Coated
Steel Item # Item #
ER1726S
ER1736S
ER2230S
ER2238S
ER2244S
ER2730S
ER2738S
ER2744S

ER1726C
ER1736C
ER2230C
ER2238C
ER2244C
ER2730C
ER2738C
ER2744C

ER178S
ER1716S
ER228S
ER2216S

——
——
——
——

ERBP34S
ERBP44S
ECRH

——
——

Rods
• Available in all rod diameters and lengths:
pistol, rifle, shotgun and black powder.
• Choose from stainless or coated rods.
The stainless rods are manufactured from
17-4 stainless steel and the coated rods from
high quality spring steel. Both rod materials
offer exceptional yield and tensile strength
to ensure that your rods remain straight and
true through years of use. Stainless rods are
polished to a micro-fine finish and coated
rods employ a unique DuPont® hard epoxy
coating for protection of rifling.
• Encased in a self-storing package for
extra protection.
• Rods accept standard 8-32 threaded brushes
and jags, and are long enough to use with a
Hoppe’s Universal Bore Guide.
Storage for Elite Cleaning Rods is easy, because each rod comes
in its own clear acrylic tube, keeping the rods straight and true.
Simply hang them on a peg board or workbench for quick access.

With the Hoppe’s Elite Cleaning
Rod system, one single handle
gives you access to a wide
variety of cleaning rods, all
at the push of a button.
Quality ball bearing
design and state-ofthe-art engineering
assure you can clean
effortlessly, with
perfect rod
rotation and
the strength
you need.

Hoppe’s Elite Pierce Point Cleaning Jags
Use these brass pierce-pointed cleaning jags to push patches through your
muzzle for the deepest clean. Streamlined and durable, these jags will give you
years of service. A perfect companion for the Hoppe’s Elite Cleaning Rod System.
Sizes to fit .17 cal. to .45 rifles, .338 -.45 cal. pistols.
Rifle
Item No.
Rifle/Pistol Item No.
.17 - .20 cal.
#EPP17
.338 - 9mm #EPP9
.22 - .243/6mm #EPP22
.375-40 cal. #EPP40
.25 - 6.5mm
#EPP25
.416 - .44cal. #EPP44
.270 - 7mm
#EPP27
.45 cal.
#EPP45
.30 - 8mm
#EPP30

See our Hoppe’s Muzzle Guides on pg 70
CALL US AT (800)845-2444 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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Hoppe’s Elite Copper Terminator

Hoppe’s Elite Foaming Gun Cleaner

Our new Hoppe’s Elite Copper Terminator creates a powerful system
when combined with Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner. The gun cleaner
removes the carbon which typically slows the copper etching process.
The Copper Terminator etches faster than standard ammonia-based
products, which allows the gun cleaner (used intermittently in the
process) to penetrate under the copper and remove it even faster.
•
•
•
•
•

Works up to 4 times faster than standard copper removal systems.
Is ammonia free and virtually odorless.
Is non-hazardous, non-flammable and can be shipped overnight.
Is completely safe on bore steel.
Does not leave ammonia-type crystals after use that can attract
water from the air, expand and cause corrosion and/or microscopic
stress fractures.
• System conditions the bore so copper does not build up as quickly.
2 oz.
#ECC2
4 oz.
#ECC4

Now get the excellent bore cleaning action of Hoppe’s
Elite in a foaming cleaner. This spray-on foam cleans
deep into the bore, removing carbon and fouling better
than ordinary cleaners. Hoppe’s Elite Foaming Gun
Cleaner is odorless—making it great for hunters—nontoxic, non-flammable and bio-degradable, so you can
clean anywhere, even in unventilated rooms. With its
sophisticated aerosolvents, this is an excellent
cleaning solution for black powder
shooters, because the foaming action
concentrates on the carbon, giving
you a sparkling clean bore.
4 oz. #EFGC4

HOW HOPPE’S ELITE COPPER TERMINATOR WORKS
Here the surface carbon and copper fouling have been removed by Hoppe’s Elite Gun
Cleaner; exposing the “welded” copper attached to the bore. Hoppe’s Elite Copper
Terminator is needed to dissolve or etch the welded copper from the bore steel. Removal
of the carbon allows for the copper cutter to “attack” from all angles. Etching of copper
from above and below makes for maximum removal time and speedier cleanings.

Black Powder shooters can remove
carbon with Hoppe’s Elite technology!
Hoppe’s Elite Black Powder
Pre-Saturated Patches
Cleaning your coveted black powder rifle
in the field is more convenient than ever,
thanks to carbon-eliminating Hoppe’s
Elite gun wipes. These pre-cut, 3" x 3"
(76.2 x76.2mm) cotton patches are
pre-saturated with Hoppe’s Elite Black
Powder Solvent. Use in your bore or for
general cleaning to remove carbon, lead
and copper. 30 patches per pouch.
#ESPBC

Hoppe’s Elite Black Powder Solvent
Specifically designed to help Black Powder shooters clean
their muzzleloaders and rifles, Hoppe’s Elite Black Powder
Solvent gets deep into the pores of the bore. This cleaner,
inspired by aerospace technology, does an outstanding job
at eliminating the carbon residue. Available in a 8 oz. bottle.
#EBPC
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Hoppe’s Elite First Place Kits
When Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner was awarded 2005 Accessory of
the Year by Shooting Industry magazine, we thought, “why not
make up a cleaning kit that would let consumers see how great
the Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaning system works.” So we did, and
the Hoppe’s Elite First Place Cleaning Kit was born.
Kit includes 2 oz. bottles each of award-winning Hoppe’s
Elite Gun Cleaner and Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil. A cleaning
rod, a utility brush, bore brush, swab, patches, adaptors
and a cleaning cloth. Everything is encased in a reusable
plastic box that makes toting the best accessory on the
market today even easier. Choose from .17 cal., .22 cal.
and larger, or shotgun kits.
Caliber/Gauge
Item No.
.17 cal.
#EFP17
.22 cal. and larger
#EFP22
Shotgun
#EFPS

HOPPE’S ELITE®

Hoppe’s Elite cleaning kits fit your needs

Hoppe’s Elite BoreSnake Cleaning Kit
Strap this onto your belt or put it in your bag the next time you head
out to the range or wilderness. This soft-sided kit holds everything you
need to quickly clean your gun, including the patented one-step Hoppe’s
BoreSnake, Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner and Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil.
.22 cal. kit #EBS22
9mm kit
#EBS9
.30 cal. kit #EBS30
.40 cal. kit #EBS40
.45 cal. kit #EBS45
50 cal. kit #EBS50
12 ga. kit #EBS12

Two favorites
together in one pack!
Hoppe’s Elite Dual Pack
This blister pack offers the ultimate way
to sample these two top-selling gun
cleaning products. Pack
holds 2 oz. bottles each
of Hoppe’s Elite Gun
Cleaner and Hoppe’s
Elite Gun Oil. Great for
gift giving, stocking
stuffers or sampling.
#E2CO

See our Hoppe’s Elite merchandisers on page 102
CALL US AT (800)845-2444 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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The most universally
used solvent for over
100 years
Famous No. 9™ Solvent
Our Hoppe’s No. 9 remains the best- known remover of powder,
lead, metal fouling and rust. Quick, super-efficient, safe and easy
to use, Hoppe’s No. 9 flows freely and penetrates rapidly. It’s the
standard of sportsmen throughout the world!
Size
2 oz. Bottle
#902
5 oz. Bottle
#904
5 oz. Bottle in Clamshell
#904B
2 oz. Aerosol
#905
Pint
#916
Quart
#932
Gallon Drum
#9501

Specifically developed
for Semi-Autos
Semi-Auto Solvent
To remove copper, lead and powder fouling
from today’s high performance, semi-auto
firearms, look no further than Hoppe’s SemiAuto Solvent. This cleaner leaves no trace of
residue that can cause sticking or jamming
in semis that are finely tuned. Perfect for
competition shooters. Use on semi autos or
any firearm. 5 oz. bottle.
#SA904

Hoppe’s Chemical Kit
This kit, in a reusable plastic box,
has every essential chemical you
need to get your firearm working
to peak performance. Kit includes:
• 5 oz. bottle of Famous
Hoppe’s No. 9 Solvent, for
cleaning and penetration.
• 2.25 oz. bottle of Hoppe’s
Lubricating Oil, for lubrication
and protection.
• 11 oz. aerosol of Blast & Clean
Barrel Cleaner to spray away oil and
grease deposits.
• 12" x 36" Gun Cleaning Pad, to protect
your surfaces from spills.
#UCCO
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Bench Rest 9 Copper Solvent
Copper fouling, the bane of bench rest shooters and hunters, doesn’t have to be a problem
any longer — thanks to Hoppe’s Bench Rest 9®. With this powerful solvent, copper fouling
can be cleaned from the bore overnight, instead of taking the standard 3 to 4 days.
Bench Rest 9 is safe and effective and contains no abrasives. Although the solvent
is essentially a copper buster, it’s also great for removing powder, lead and plastic
fouling from rifles, shotguns, pistols and revolvers.
Size
5 oz. Bottle
#BR904
5 oz. Bottle Clamshell
#BR904B
Pint
#BR916

SOLVENTS

Eliminate copper quickly

Blast away oils and grease
on gunmetal parts
Blast & Clean™
A high-performance cleaning and degreasing spray
formulated to blast away oils and grease deposits from all
gunmetal parts. Allows shooters to clean actions without
having to disassemble them. Dries in seconds, leaving metal
surfaces perfectly clean. This environmentally friendly spray
contains no CFCs or carcinogens. 11 oz. aerosol.
#CD1

A cleaner for
black powder
shooters
No. 9 Plus
Made especially for black
powder shooters, Hoppe’s
No. 9 Plus is a black powder
solvent and patch lubricant. It
lubricates as it cleans fouling
from the bore and protects
against rust and corrosion.
Equally effective for deep or
shallow grooved barrels.
Size
8 oz. Plastic Bottle
#999
Pint
#990
Quart
#991
Gallon Drum
#992

CALL US AT (800)845-2444 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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Keep your firearms
working their best
with quality
Hoppe’s lubricants
Lubricating Oil
High viscosity oil refined to perfection for use in firearms,
fishing reels and other precision mechanisms. Does not
harden, gum or become rancid. Gives extra long service.
14.9 ml Precision Lubricator
#3060
2 1/4 oz Squeeze Bottle
#1003
2 1/4 oz. Squeeze Bottle Clamshell
#1003B
4 oz. Pump
#1004
4 oz. Aerosol
#1605
Pint
#1016
Quart
#1032
Gallon Drum
#10501

Left to right: Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil in
21/4 oz. Squeeze Bottle, 4 oz. Pump, 4 oz.
Aerosol, and 14.9 ml Precision Lubricator

Lubricating Gun Oil
Field Wipes
Thick cloth drives out
moisture, lubricates and
prevents rust. Wipes come
packaged in a convenient
finger-grip container and
provide outstanding foul
weather protection for
your firearms. 50 3" x 5"
Towelettes.
#1631
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Moisture Displacing
Lubricant

Bench Rest Lubricating Oil
with Weatherguard™

MDL drives out moisture while
it cleans, lubricates, protects and
prevents corrosion on metal
surfaces. Ideal for immediate afteruse protection of guns, fishing
gear and most outdoor equipment.
Prevents damage from moisture,
salt and friction.
4 oz. Aerosol
#MDL
Quart
#MDL-32

A proven winner for all hunters
and fishermen. Use before and after
hunting and fishing trips to provide
moisture and rust protection. Unlike
conventional lubricating oil, Hoppe’s
Bench Rest Lubricating Oil with
Weatherguard contains a moisturefighting agent that drives moisture
out while lubricating your firearm.
Available in 21/4 oz. Squeeze Bottle.
Squeeze Bottle
#BR1003
Squeeze Bottle
with Clamshell
#BR1003B

Moly Aerosol, Paste and Oil
A molybdenum disulfide compound, Hoppe’s® Moly provides excellent lubrication under
extreme heat and pressure. Bullets achieve higher velocities and greater accuracy. Also
prevents wear and reduces fouling, making barrels easier to clean. Perfect for competition
shooters. Use the paste and oil for coating bores, the aerosol for bores and bullets.
14.9 ml oil in Precision Lubricator #3064
4 oz. Aerosol
#3068
31/2 oz. Paste (Pegboardable)
#3069

Grease will protect
firearms for storage

LUBRICANTS

Moly works in extreme heat applications

Gun Grease
Specifically compounded for protecting idle
firearms, Gun Grease displaces metal “sweat”
when applied to bore or exterior metal. It also
provides long-term protection when cleaning
is delayed by lubricating moving parts and
protecting them from corrosion. 13/4 oz. Tube.
#1102

Dri Lube
Dri-Lube reduces friction
on metal and bearing
surfaces, without sticky oils
or silicones. Plus, Dri-Lube
doesn’t attract dust or dirt
and it evaporates in seconds,
leaving a dry lubricating
film. Available in a
4 oz. Aerosol.
#DL1

Bow Cam Lube
Just what every bowhunter and
target shooter needs to properly
lubricate bow cam axles.
Comes with a precision pinpoint lubricator to do the
job right. Also works for
firearms, fishing reels,
bicycles and just about
any mechanism. 14.9 ml
bottle. Pegboardable.
#3063

CALL US AT (503)655-7964 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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Only the BoreSnake cleans,
brushes and swabs in a
single pass
BoreSnake®, quite simply, is the “World’s Fastest Gun Bore Cleaner” and
never before has something so simple made such an impact in the
shooting industry. The revolutionary single-piece BoreSnake takes the
hassle and mess out of cleaning rifles, pistols and shotguns. One or two
pulls of the BoreSnake and you get a shiny clean bore that’s ready for more
action. Ideal for quick cleans or for cleaning in the field. Add a few drops of
Hoppe’s No. 9™, Hoppe’s Elite or Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil and your bore is
ready for storage. Don’t be fooled by imitators, BoreSnake is the only
patented one-piece system out there and it comes in all the most
popular calibers and gauges. A brass weight on the pull cord has
the size stamped into it. BoreSnake can be machine washed. See
chart below for sizes.

BoreSnake for a 20 gauge shotgun

BoreSnake Cleaner Fit Guide
Rifles
ITEM NO.
24009
24010
24011
24012
24013
24014
24015
24016
24017
24018
24019
24020
24025
24026
24037

CALIBER
.177 Airgun (no brush)
.17 cal. Centerfire & .17HMR
.22 cal. Centerfire & Rimfire
6mm, .243 caliber
.25, 6.5mm, .264 caliber
.270, 7mm, .284, .280 caliber
.308, 30-30, .30-06, .300, .303 caliber
.32, 8mm caliber
.338, .340 caliber
.35, .350, .357, .358, .375 caliber
.416, .44, .45-70, .458, .460 caliber
.50, .54 caliber
.204 caliber
.25 mm caliber
Paintball Marker (no brush)

Pistols & Revolvers
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
24000
.22 caliber
24001
.30, .32 caliber
24002
.380, 9mm, .38, .357 caliber
24003
.40, .41 caliber
24004
.44, .45 caliber
Shotguns
ITEM NO.
GAUGE
24031
.410 gauge
24032
28 gauge
24033
20 gauge
24034
16 gauge
24035
12 gauge
24036
10 gauge
Gas Guns
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
24040
37mm, 40mm Gas Guns

Here’s how the BoreSnake works...

Bore Brush, with bronze
bristles embedded in cord,
loosens hard deposits.
Main Floss area provides 160 times more surface area than a “patch.”
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Brass Weight slips easily through the barrel. Grasp and
pull cleaning cord through bore. Stamped for identification
of caliber or gauge.

First Floss area removes foreign particles
prior to the scrubbing action of the brush.

BoreSnake Soft-Sided
Gun Cleaning Kit
A complete BoreSnake Gun Cleaning Kit
in a rugged, soft-sided case that attaches
easily to a belt or fits compactly into a box
or bag. Includes BoreSnake, Hoppe’s No. 9
Solvent, Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil, Hoppe’s
Weatherguard Cloths and Pulling Tool. Ideal
as a handy “take-along” for hunting trips.
See page 57 for Hoppe’s Elite BoreSnake
Cleaning Kits.
BoreSnake Soft-Sided Kit
ITEM NO.
34002
34004
34010
34011
34014
34015
34033
34035
34040

FITS
.357-38mm, 9 mm cal. Pistols
.44, .45 cal. Pistols
17 HMR Rifles
.22 cal. Centerfire/Rimfire Rifles
.270-7mm cal. Rifles
.30 cal. Rifles
20 ga. Shotguns
12 ga. Shotguns
Gas Gun

Deluxe Gun Cleaning Kit
Contains Hoppe’s No. 9 Solvent, Lubricating Oil, patches, threepiece brass rod, four slotted ends and five phosphor bronze
brushes to fit .22 and .30 caliber rifles, .38 caliber pistols,
and 20 and 12 gauge shotguns. The kit also contains a
rifle/shotgun adapter, pistol adapter, silicone cleaning
cloth and Hoppe’s “Guide to Gun Care” booklet, all
fitted into an attractive heavyduty flocked tray.
The Presentation Kit box
(14 1/4" l x 5 1/2" w x 2 1/4" h)
is finished with a rich, dark
stain and finger joints for
maximum quality and strength.
#BUOX

Clean most every type of firearm with one single kit
Bench Rest Premium Gun Cleaning Kit
Our Bench Rest products are available in the same kind of handsome presentation box that has made our Hoppe’s Deluxe
Gun Cleaning kit such a popular seller. This is also a universal kit for pistols, rifles (.22 caliber and larger) and shotguns.
The Bench Rest Kit comes in an extra-large, cherry-stained hardwood box (15 1/8" l x 6 1/4" w x 4 1/2" h) with carrying
handle. A tray lifts out to reveal added space for storing personal accessories.
Kit includes:
• Bench Rest 9 Solvent
• Bench Rest 9 Lubricating Oil
• Cotton patches
• 3-piece solid brass
cleaning rod
• Brass slotted ends
• 5 phosphor bronze brushes
(.22, .30 & .38 caliber rifles,
and 12 & 20 gauge shotguns)
• Rifle, shotgun & pistol adapters
• Silicone cleaning cloth
• Phosphor bronze utility brush
• Bore Light
• 12" x 36" cleaning pad
• Hoppe’s “Guide
to Gun Care”
booklet
#BUOXH
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Our most popular cleaning kit!
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Hoppe’s has a cleaning
kit to clean every
firearm you own
For over 100 years, Hoppe’s® products have set the standard for
gun cleaning and protection. From solvents to oils and lubricants
to specialty cleaners, Hoppe’s has a complete line of products that
remove debris, protect and improve the accuracy and mechanical
workings of your firearm.

Hoppe’s Legend Cleaning Kits
Since 1903, Hoppe’s has been the most recognized name in gun
cleaning. And these Legend cleaning kits really capture the essence of
the brand by putting together the line’s most popular gun cleaning
products. Each Legend kit comes in its own reusable box and includes
2 oz. of famous Hoppe’s No. 9 Solvent, a 4 oz. aerosol of Hoppe’s
Lubricating Oil, a long-lasting debris-fighting nylon brush, gun cleaning
patches, a 3-piece aluminum rod with all accessories, and brushes.
Rimfire Cleaning Kit for .17 - .22 caliber rifles
#UL17
Rifle Cleaning Kit for .22 caliber and larger
#UL22
Shotgun Cleaning Kit for all gauges
#ULSG

Universal Field Cleaning Kit
This handy Universal Kit works equally well for
pistols, rifles and shotguns. Accessories are neatly
packed into a rugged soft-sided case that attaches
easily to a belt or fits compactly into a box or bag.
Contains all necessary accessories, except brushes,
with plenty of added room for things like Hoppe’s
silicone cloth and cleaning brushes. Specially
designed cleaning rod uses single rotating handle for
all types of firearms. Great when you can’t pack a
full-size Hoppe’s cleaning kit.
#FC2
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Air Pistol & Air Rifle Maintenance Kit
Kit includes all products
necessary to clean and
maintain all air pistols, air
rifles, BB & Pellet guns.
Contains three-piece steel
rod with looped handle,
lubricating oil, brass knob end,
.17 caliber brush, cleaning
patches and Hoppe’s “Guide
to Gun Care.” Attractively
packaged for pegboard
hanging or selfstanding display.
#AC1

Premium
Universal Field Kit
Bring all your cleaning supplies
and accessories to the range in this soft-sided version of
our popular wooden Bench Rest Premium Gun Cleaning
Kit. This full-sized field cleaning kit has everything you
need, plus extra room to add your personal tools. Kit
includes: No. 9™ Solvent, Lubricating Oil, assorted gun
cleaning patches, 3-piece solid brass cleaning rod, 3 slotted
ends, 2 adapters, 5 popular phosphor bronze cleaning
brushes, silicone cleaning cloth, phosphor bronze utility
brush, bore light, 12" x 36" gun cleaning mat, and Hoppe’s
“Guide to Gun Care.”
#DFC

Is paintball your game?
Hoppe’s speeds cleanup so
you can get back to playing!
Deluxe Paintball Marker Kit
Designed for serious competitors, this top-of-the-line kit comes in a softsided pouch with belt loop so it can be packed easily or used during actual
play. It has everything needed to perform a complete maintenance cleaning
of a paintball marker or quick cleaning during competition. Kit includes:
• 4 oz. spray container of Anti-Fog Solution for face mask
• Cleaning cloth
• 2 1/4 oz. container of Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil
• 3-piece cleaning rod with swivel handle
• Three rod-end accessories for cleaning: squeegee,
swab and slotted end to hold patches
• Six tank o-rings
• 25 cleaning patches
#PB2

UNIVERSAL AND SPECIALTY KITS

Air pistols, pellet guns and
BB guns need care, too!

Paintball Marker Kit
Anti-Fog Spray
Don’t let your goggles fog
up when you’re running from
paintballs. Simply spray the inside
of your goggles with Hoppe’s
Anti-Fog Spray, and you’ll have
clear vision throughout your
game. Also works well for skiers,
snowmobilers, hockey players,
scuba divers and on automobile
windows.
#PBAFSC

This is our basic kit, the first product of its kind on
the market. Designed for quick, easy cleaning, it’s
small enough to pack along easily and has all the
essentials a paintball shooter needs to get ready
for play or competition.
Kit includes:
• 4 oz spray container of Anti-Fog Solution for mask
• Cleaning cloth
• 3-piece cleaning rod with three accessories:
squeegee, swab and slotted end to hold patches
• Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil
• 25 cleaning patches
#PB1
CALL US AT (800)845-2444 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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For hunting, shooting or holiday seasons,
Hoppe’s cleaning kits are the most important
tool sets you can own
Cleaning kits are some of our most popular items because they make so much sense for so many people. Perfect as gifts, either for
others or for yourself, you’ll find our kits contain everything you need to get your firearm as clean as it can be. From solvents to
lubricating oils, patches, slotted ends and brushes, Hoppe’s cleaning kits come complete with the elements you need for shooting
and/or storage. We offer kits in plastic reusable boxes with instructions mounted right in. They make
storing your components easy. Or if you want a more economical cleaning kit, select from a
Hoppe’s clamshell kit—each has the same accessories, except for the plastic storage box.
Here’s what’s included in Hoppe’s Cleaning kits:
• Hoppe’s No. 9 Solvent, 2 oz.
• Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil, 2.25 oz.
• Patches, round die-cut cotton patches for an
absorbent surface with deep cleaning
• Slotted ends and adapters, where appropriate
• Aluminum Cleaning Rods, unless otherwise noted

Rifle Cleaning Kit with Aluminum Rod
Includes a brush to fit your specific caliber.
Calibers
Box
.22, .222, .223, .224, .225
U22
.243, .25, .25-06, .257, 6mm, 6.5mm
——
.270, 7mm, .280
——
.30, 30-06, 30-30, .303, .308, .32, 8mm
U30

Clamshell
U22B
U243B
U27OB
U30B

Shotgun Cleaning Kit with Aluminum Rod
Includes a brush to fit your specific gauge, unless otherwise
noted.
Gauges
Box
Clamshell
12 gauge
SGO12
SGO12B
20 gauge
——
SGO20B
All gauges (brushes not included)
SGOU
SGOUB

Rifle & Shotgun Cleaning Kit with
Aluminum Rod
No brushes included.
Calibers/Gauges
All calibers and gauges
(brushes not included)

Box
UO

Clamshell
UOB

Pistol Cleaning Kit with Aluminum Rod
Includes a knob and brush.
Calibers
.22
.38, .357, 9mm
.40, 10mm
.44, .45
All calibers (brushes not included)

Box
——
PCO38
PCO4O
PCO45
PCO

Clamshell
PCO22B
PCO38B
PCO4OB
PCO45B
PCOB

.17/.204 caliber Cleaning Kit with Steel Rod
Clean your prized varminter with this kit. Includes brushes
and everything above, except it has a steel rod, rather than
aluminum.
Calibers
Box
Clamshell
.17, 17 HMR, .204
D17
D17B
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Hoppe’s Bench Rest Solvent ensures extra strength and
corrosion resistance. This kit includes a 2 oz. bottle
of Bench Rest Solvent, a 2.25 oz. bottle of Bench Rest
Lubricating Oil, cotton patches, a stainless steel rifle rod
with shotgun adapter and slotted ends for rifles and
shotguns. Brushes are not included. Works for all shotgun
gauges, and all rifle calibers .22 and larger. Available in
plastic box only.
#BRUO

Hoppe’s has kits for
Cowboy Action, too!
Cowboy Action Cleaning Kit
Hey Cowboy Action shooters… one way to keep your cowboy-style guns
always looking like a real sweet shootin’ iron is to clean them with this Hoppe’s
kit that includes everything you need to revive your .45 rifles, .45 pistols and
12-gauge shotguns. The kit includes a traditional three-piece brass rod, Hoppe’s
No. 9 Solvent, Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil and all rod accessories necessary for a
thorough cleaning. Packaged in a clamshell.
#UCB

“I ’ve been using Hoppe’s gun care
products since my dad explained how
important a clean firearm was. He
told me Hoppe’s was the product
to use. My two sons shoot sporting
clays... and have shot at the National
Complex in San Antonio. They have
learned how important a clean
shotgun is and know Hoppe’s has
what it takes to do the job.”
Marcus “HOP” Hopkins

PISTOL, RIFLE & SHOTGUN CLEANING KITS

Bench Rest Rifle & Shotgun Cleaning Kit

“I love the smell of Hoppe’s
in the morning.”
American Handgunner
June 2005
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Our rod assortment helps you rid
your barrel of tough debris
Ball bearing swivel handles make
Hoppe’s® rods the easiest to use
Gun Cleaning Rods
All Hoppe’s Gun Cleaning Rods have a ball bearing swivel handle designed to
follow the bore’s rifling. It also makes turning easier during cleaning. Choose from
one-piece, three-piece or four-piece rods. All rods are packaged in a reusable pouch.
Gun Cleaning Rods
Pistol Set – Knob & Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
P22
All calibers, aluminum
Rifle Set (One-Piece) Knob & Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
1PA22
.22 caliber, aluminum
1PA30
.30 caliber, aluminum
1PS17
.17/204 caliber, steel (knob end only)
Rifle Set (Three-Piece) Knob & Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
3PA22
.22 caliber, aluminum
3PA30
.30 caliber, aluminum
3PS17
.17/204 caliber, steel
3PU
All calibers (.22 & .30 caliber rod ends), aluminum

Shotgun Set (Three-Piece)
Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
CALIBER/GAUGE
3PA16
12 and 16 gauge, aluminum
3PA41
.410 and 20 gauge, aluminum
SGU
All gauges, aluminum
Black Powder (Four-Piece)
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
4PA
.30 caliber and larger,
slotted end, aluminum
Brass Rods
ITEM NO.
CALIBER/GAUGE
3PB22
.22 caliber
3PBU
All calibers and gauges

See our Muzzle Guides on page 70

Use our barrel scrubbers for fast
one-shot in-field cleaning
Bench Rest
Stainless
Steel Rods
These are our finest
cleaning rods, constructed
of high-grade stainless steel,
for the ultimate resistance
to weather and chemicals.
Available for shotguns,
rifles and pistols. Like all
Hoppe’s rods, these
come with ball bearing
swivel handles.

Full Length Barrel Scrubber
for 12 gauge Shotguns
This 100% cotton scrubber runs the full
length of the shotgun bore. Designed
for a fast, complete barrel cleaning in
the field, it will maintain your firearm
until a thorough cleaning of the entire
shotgun is possible. Solvents and oils
can be applied to the cotton mop
without fear of damage. A nylon tip
loosens dirt. Easy grip handle. 38" long.
#FLS12

Barrel Scrubber
Bench Rest Stainless
Steel Rods
One-Piece Universal
ITEM NO.
1PSS

DESCRIPTION
All calibers and gauges

Three-Piece Universal
ITEM NO.
3PSS

DESCRIPTION
All calibers and gauges

One-Piece Pistol
ITEM NO.
PSS
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DESCRIPTION
All calibers

For one-shot cleaning for your 12-gauge
shotgun, you can’t beat our Barrel
Scrubber. Clean after each use and you’ll
prolong the life of your shotgun. It
attaches to your 12 gauge shotgun rod.
• Solvent won’t harm scrubber.
• Nylon bristles are resilient,
returning to their original shape
after use.
• Swab is made of washable cotton.
#1350

Premium One-Piece
Graphite Rod
No longer do professionals and
serious sportsmen have to fear
inadvertent metal contact that
can harm fine rifling and affect
accuracy. These new one-piece
graphite cleaning rods were created
by Hoppe’s to eliminate worries.
Combining high strength and
light weight, these rods are 100%
graphite. The advanced design has
a comfortable, ergonomic handle,
too—the rifle rod even rotates to
follow delicate barrel rifling.
Length 36".
Rifle
#RG1R
Shotgun
#RG1S

Premium
Universal
Graphite
1-Piece Pistol
Cleaning Rod

The Bore Guide
prevents damage caused
by misalignment, which
protects precision crowning
when cleaning from the
muzzle end of your gun.
Plastic guide slips easily
onto cleaning rod.

Developed for the
discerning shooter, this
graphite rod offers the
ultimate in gun cleaning.
Sturdy and lightweight,
it epitomizes the high
quality customers have
come to expect from
Hoppe’s.
#DRG1P

Make your firearm look
as good as new again, with
Hoppe’s refinishing aids

Gun Blue Kit
Hoppe’s Gun Blue Kit is excellent for restoring
wear spots on gun metal. With proper metal surface
preparation, Hoppe’s bluing process can restore
a deep, rich, gun-metal hue to ordinary worn
spots and provide long-lasting protection against
corrosion. Hoppe’s Gun Blue Kit is simple in its
application and the rich finish is sure to please.
Kit contains: Gun Blue (2 fl oz.), Cleaner
& Degreaser (2 fl oz.), 2 Applicator Swabs,
Polishing Cloth, 2 Bench Rest Weatherguard™
Cloths, Reusable Storage Case, Steel Wool and
Instructions for use.
#1700

Universal Bore Guide
The Universal Bore Guide is just what’s needed to
properly clean almost any caliber of centerfire boltaction firearm. Three interchangeable chamber tips fit
bore sizes from .17 to .416 caliber. Aluminum Action
Collar fits .695"/.700" (17.65mm/17.78mm) diameter
bolt actions of any action length. Threaded Brass Pin
locks the guide into the action in place of the bolt to
allow proper cleaning from the breech.
#UBG

Gun Blue
Deep penetrating—
restores gun barrel
to its original finish.
2 oz. #1702
Pint
#1716

Cleaner &
Degreaser
A superior blend
for removing
all oil, grease,
fingerprints, etc.,
prior to bluing or
browning. 2 oz.
#1720
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RODS, BARREL SCRUBBERS AND REFINISHING

Tough on
dirt, easy on
your bore
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Don’t skimp when it comes to the hardest
workers in your cleaning routine—insist on
Hoppe’s brushes, swabs and patches!
Tried and true, Hoppe’s®
brushes really handle fouling
Nylon and Phosphor Bronze Brushes
Nylon brushes will handle most cleaning jobs
and the built-in memory makes the bristles
return to their original shape, so the brushes
can be used over and over again. Nylon offers
a unique scrubbing action for a thorough cleaning.
Black Powder Brushes
ITEM NO.
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336

Phosphor bronze
brushes are available
in the same styles
and calibers as the
nylon, but these brushes
are most effective on lead. All of our
black powder brushes are made with
nylon bristles.

CALIBER
.36 caliber
.44/.45 caliber
.50 caliber
.58 caliber
.69 caliber
.75 caliber
.54 caliber

Effective on fouling and won’t
damage your bore

Phosphor Bronze & Nylon Brushes
NYLON
RIFLE
1301
1302
——
1303
1304
1305
——
1309
1310
——
1315
1316

PHOSPHOR BRONZE GAUGE/CALIBER
1301P
1302P
1302AP
1303P
1304P
1305P
1305AP
1309P
1310P
1310AP
1315P
1316P

6mm
.17 cal, Centerfire/17HMR/.204
.17 caliber (Male End)
.22 caliber
.270 caliber/7mm
.30 caliber
.338/8mm caliber
.35 caliber/9mm
.243/.25 caliber
.416 caliber
.44/.45 caliber
.375 caliber

PISTOL
1306
1306A
1307
1307A
1308
1308A

1306P
1306AP
1307P
1307AP
1308P
1308AP

.22 caliber
.32 caliber
.38 caliber
9mm
.44/.45 caliber
.40 caliber/10mm

SHOTGUN
1311
1311A
1312
1313
1314
1314A

1311P
1311AP
1312P
1313P
1314P
1314AP

.410 gauge
28 gauge
20 gauge
16 gauge
12 gauge
10 gauge

Tornado Brushes
Known as “The Gunsmith’s Brush,” the Tornado brush has
a special spiral-wound design that’s highly effective
for cleaning bores. The stainless steel loops
eliminate any bristle ends that could
leave scratches, yet still removes
fouling without damaging
the bore.

Muzzle Guides
Protect your muzzles from rod
and cleaning handle scrapes
with these muzzle guides.
They fit right into the bore.
Rifle
#RMS
Shotgun #SMS

3-Pack Brush/Swab Kits
Our 3-packs give you a Cleaning Swab, a Tornado Brush
and a Phosphor Bronze brush all in the same caliber or
gauge—and all in the same package!

Tornado Brushes
ITEM NO.
RIFLE
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
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GAUGE/CALIBER
.22 caliber
.30 caliber
.35 caliber/9mm
.243/.25 caliber
.270 caliber/7mm
.32 caliber

ITEM NO.
PISTOL
1256
1257
1258

GAUGE/CALIBER
.38 caliber
.44/.45 caliber
.40 caliber

SHOTGUN
1260
1261
1262
1263

12 gauge
16 gauge
20 gauge
.410 gauge

ITEM NO.

GAUGE/CALIBER

ITEM NO.

GAUGE/CALIBER

1451BK
1452BK
1454BK
1455BK

.357/9mm
.44/.45
.22 caliber
.270/7mm

1456BK
1458BK
1459BK

.30 caliber
20 gauge
12 gauge

Utility Brush
One end has traditionally-sized bristles for cleaning large areas.
The other end features smaller bristles for getting into tight spots.
Choose either nylon or phosphor bronze bristles. Brushes are unbreakable
and can dig out dirt without scratching the metal. They’re perfect for cleaning
breeches in firearms, or great as all-purpose cleaning brushes.
Nylon
#1380
Phosphor Bronze #1380P

Cleaning Swabs

Black Powder Swabs

100% cotton swabs are
soft, washable, and will
not scratch smooth
shotgun bores. Swabs
available for all gauges
and most rifle calibers.
See fit charts at right.

ITEM NO.
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346

Adapter, Knob and Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
1400
1401
1411
1412
1422
1430
1441
1416
1438
1445

Utility Brush
with phosphor bronze bristles

GAUGE/CALIBER
.17 rod to .22 End Accessories
Rifle to Shotgun Adapter
.22 caliber Knob End
.30 caliber Knob End
.22 caliber Slotted End
.30, .38, .45 caliber Slotted End
.410 to 20 gauge Slotted End
16/12 gauge Slotted End
.38 caliber Pistol Knob End
.44/.45 caliber Pistol Knob End

CALIBER
.36 caliber
.44/.45 caliber
.50 caliber
.58 caliber
.69 caliber
.75 caliber
.54 caliber

Standard
ITEM NO.
1317
1317A
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325

Swabs
GAUGE/CALIBER
.410 gauge
28 gauge
20 gauge
16 gauge
12 gauge
.22/.270 caliber
.280/.32 caliber
.35/.375 caliber
.40/.45 caliber
17 HMR/.204

Patches
Uniformly woven patches. Pre-cut caliber and gauge
sizes for optimum gun cleaning performance.

See our Elite
Jags on page 55

Bench Rest Brass Slotted Ends
ITEM NO.
GAUGE/CALIBER
BR1422
.22 caliber
BR1430
.30, .38, .45 caliber
BR1441
All gauges

Conversion Adapters
Conversion adapter permits interchangeability
with non-standard size threads.
Pistol/Rifle Adapter #BRXR
Shotgun Adapter
#BRXS

Lighten up! Now see what’s
really inside your bore
Bore Light
A useful tool for clear inspection under all conditions. Now you
can illuminate the bore entirely to expose nicks, scratches, pits
and fouling. It’s good for safety checks and lighting
hard-to-reach areas. Locking feature can lock
light on for longer inspections. A good
tool to take along if you’re
buying a used firearm.
#BRL1
The professional way to inspect
your bore. Uses two AAA
batteries (not included).

Standard Patches
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
1201
No.1
Small Bore, 17 HMR, .204
1202
No.2
.22 to .270 caliber
1203
No.3
.270 to .35 caliber
1204
No.4
.38 to .45 caliber and .410 to 20 gauge
1205
No.5
16/12 gauge

#PER PAK
60
60
50
40
25

Bulk Patches
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
1202S
.22 to .270 caliber
1203S
.270 to .35 caliber
1204S
.38 to .45 caliber and .410 to 20 gauge
1205S
16/12 gauge

#PER PAK
500
650
500
300

Black Powder Patches
Uniformly woven, round, 100% cotton patches.
ITEM NO.
CALIBER
1206
Small (1 1/4" diameter) .44 to .54 caliber
1207
Medium (13/4" diameter) .58 to .69 caliber
1208
Large (3" diameter) All Purpose
1209
Small (1" diameter) .36 caliber and smaller

#PER PAK
200
200
100
250
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BRUSHES, SWABS AND PATCHES

Count on Hoppe’s to give you all the components you need
for the deepest cleaning
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One quick wipe is
all it takes to ready
your firearm
Silicone Gun &
Reel Cloth
Carry it with you on
fishing and hunting
trips, or an afternoon at
the shooting range. This
flannel cloth is treated
to remove fingerprints
and potentially corrosive
epidermal oils, while
polishing and coating the
gun, rod and reel surfaces
with a protective finish.
#1218

Weatherguard
Cloth™

Quick Clean Rust & Lead
Remover Cloth

Convenient, disposable cloths
are great for the traveling
sportsman. Carry these handy
wipes wherever you go for
on-the-spot protection of
guns, fishing reels and all
mechanisms. These handy
cloths are charged with
Bench Rest Lubricating Oil
with Weatherguard™ to drive
out moisture, lubricate and
prevent rust. Attractively
packaged in twin foil packets.
#BR1220

This remarkable gun and tool
cleaning cloth will remove rust and lead
deposits without hard scrubbing. Nonabrasive and will not harm wood finishes.
It’s the multi-purpose cleaning cloth
gun owners have been looking for. After
shooting, wipe around action, chamber
and muzzle for quick lead and carbon
removal. Also ideal for bicycles, shop
tools, golf clubs, automobiles, painted
surfaces, chrome and nickel finishes, etc.
Caution: Continued hard scrubbing may
remove some blued finishes.
#1215

Wax Treated Gun Cloth
For a polished, professional finish on
wooden stocks. Cleans, polishes and
protects in a single application. Treated
cloth is excellent for polishing gun
barrels, hardware and most metals.
#1217
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We also offer Lubricating Gun Oil Wipes — see page 60

Hand Wipes
For a quick cleanup at the
range or in the wilderness,
rely on Hoppe’s Hand
Wipes. Coated with an antibacterial agent, these 3" x
5" towelettes work wonders
on powder and blood.
And they’re perfect just to
freshen up after a day of
shooting or hiking. Throw
them in your range bag and
go. 50 3" x 5" Towelettes.
#1632

Cleaning Cradle
The perfect cleaning system anywhere you need
it, this Hoppe’s Cleaning Cradle sets up in seconds
at the range or on the tailgate of your truck, ready
to securely hold any long gun—big and heavy or
small and light. Over-molded rubber saddles keep
the firearm secure. Adjusts for length, so it works
with most guns. Disassembles to fit in your range
bag or cleaning kit.
#HCC

Protect your surfaces as you clean your firearms
Gun Cleaning Pad
This attractive hunter green pad protects firearms and working surfaces
from scratches and spills. Soft acrylic material absorbs eight times its
weight in fluids. Non-slip vinyl backing prevents fluid spills from
soaking through onto work surface, allowing you time to wipe
up any spills. Simply machine wash and air dry. Available
12" x 36" format for rifles and shotguns.
#MAT2

CLOTHS, WIPES, CLEANING PAD AND CRADLE

Take your cleaning
center with you

Also see our Hoppe’s Chemical Kit on page 58
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Count on Hoppe’s paper targets for hours
of challenge and fun
Critter Targets
Our Critter Targets add a note of realism for hunters looking to improve their skills. These contain all the “critters” that turkey and
varmint hunters go for: turkey, ground hog, rabbit, squirrel and crow. All targets are life size and come 20 to a pack.

Turkey
#CT1

Ground Hog
#CT2
10 1/2" x 12"

14" x 16 3/4"

LIF E

Rabbit
#CT3

10 1/2" x 12"

Squirrel
#CT4

10 1/2" x 12"

Assortment Pack (5 each of CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5)

SIZ E

Self-Adhering Bullseye Dots
The Angling-Towar
T
d Shot

The Broadside Shot

The Angling-Away
A
Shot

The Straight-On Shot

Bullseye Dots allow the shooter or archer to pinpoint
the way to better groupings and scores. Available in
three different sizes—for sighting-in rifles and target
practice with slug shotguns, pistols and bows.
ITEM NO.
SIZE
PER PACKAGE
#DOT1
1"
105
For sighting-in rifles and patching paper targets

This target is designed to show the deer hunter the positions of vital organs and bone structure
that are suscpetible to one-shot kills.

yar
carcass.

ough the heart or lungs will drop fairly quickly with the possibility of it traveling 30-40
e. This shot results in a one-shot kill with a minimum of meat loss and a well-bled

A shot thr
spine and will dr
weight bullts or bow.

, breaking its

position. These impact points give you the largest one-kill area and allows for the most room for
.
The lar
dage changes.
Important Marksmanship, knowledge of deer anatomy, a well tuned gun or bow and practice are
necessary to make a one-shot kill.

NAME
DATE
A
CALIBER

#DOT2
1" & 2"
35 of each
For target practice with slug shotguns/pistols

ITEM NO. CT6

Big Buck Target
This realistic life-size target highlights
vulnerable areas, and can not only
improve aim but hone a hunter’s instincts
so the first shot always counts. Five per pack.
Target is 28" x 28".
#CT6

#DOT3
3"
25
For target practice with pistols, slug shotguns
and bows at middle to long ranges

Heavy-duty throwing arm is designed with
dimples to prevent targets from slipping.
Flight angle is fully adjustable.

ClayKing® Target Thrower
Target shooting is one of the best ways to sharpen your reflexes and accuracy before
the season gets into full swing. The ClayKing Target thrower is also excellent for teaching
how to shoot safely and can be fun for the whole family. One of the safest,
sturdiest and most versatile target throwers on the market, the
ClayKing Target Thrower can easily be set into the ground
under normal conditions, or mounted on a spare tire. The
Pull cord allows operator to be in a safe
pull cord release makes it safe to operate — so easy and safe,
position when releasing clay targets. Hardware
even one person can do it. Both singles and doubles can be
is also included for mounting on a tire.
thrown in virtually any flight pattern.
• Always challenging — three position settings make it easy
to change and maintain the angle of elevation.
• Adjust target thrower without tools.
• Stands up to all shooting conditions — durable
weather-resistant polymer coating.
• Throws singles or doubles.
#4004
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Crow
#CT5

10 1/2" x 12"
#CTA

TARGETS

Fluorescent Red Targets
Printed in red fluorescent ink on bright white paper.

“Crosshair” Target
Crosshair pattern speeds
up sighting. Five targets
include large central target
for initial sighting with four
subsequent targets for fine
tuning or to accommodate
multiple shooters.
20 per pack
#S-10
(pegboardable)
100 per pack
#S-10B

Sighting-In Target
Easy sighting, with 1/2" and
1" increments to give
shooters the exact number
of stops needed for quick,
accurate windage and
elevation adjustments.
20 per pack
#S-5
(pegboardable)
100 per pack
#S-5B

Small Bore Target
This is a 100-yard target
with a single, small bore bull
printed in red fluorescent
ink on a 14" x 14" sheet of
bright white paper.
20 per pack
#S-14
(pegboardable)

Five Bulls Target
This popular 50-yard target
features five fluorescent red
bulls on bright white paper,
making for a more distinct
contrast with black crosshairs.
20 per pack
#S-12
(pegboardable)

Assorted Competition Targets
All targets are printed to precise specifications on
special target tag board or paper. Targets are shrink
wrapped 20 per package, except B-27B which comes
100 per package (bulk).
Assorted Official Competition Targets
SHRINK WRAPPED 20/PKG.
Rifle
ITEM NO.
A-1
A-5
A-9
A-10
A-14
A-17

NRA NO.
TQ-1/1
TQ-1/5(T)
TQ-3/1
TQ-3/2
TQ-4
A-17

Pistol
ITEM NO.
NRA NO.
B-1
TQ-6
B-2
B-2
B-3
B-3
B-7
B-6(CP)
B-9
B-8(CP)
B-16
B-16
B-24
B-24
B-27B*
B-27
*Packed only in box of 100.

DESCRIPTION
50 ft Junior Rifle Single Bull 7 x 9 Paper
50 ft Five Bulls 7 x 9 Tag
50 yd Single Bull 7 x 9 Paper
50 yd Two Bulls 9 x 14 Paper
100 yd Small Bore Single Bull 14 x 14 Paper
50 ft 11 Bulls 10 1/2 x 12 Tag

DESCRIPTION
25 ft Slow Fire 6 x 7 Tag
50 ft Slow Fire 101/2 x 12 Tag
50 ft Timed and Rapid Fire 101/2 x 12 Tag
50 yd Slow Fire Centers 101/2 x 101/2 Paper
25 yd Rapid Fire Center 101/2 x 101/2 Paper
25 yd Slow Fire Center 101/2 x 12 Tag
50 ft Rapid Fire Silhouette 12 x 20 Tag
Police Silhouette 35 x 45 Paper

Air Rifle and Pistol
ITEM NO.
ITEM NO.
NRA NO.
A-45
A-45B
AR-4/5
B-32
B-32B
B-40

DESCRIPTION
5 Meter Rifle Five Bulls 10 x 12 Tag
10 Meter Pistol Single Bull 7 x 8 Tag

CALL US AT (800)845-2444 • VISIT US AT WWW. HOPPES.COM
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Steady your shot to improve accuracy
Hoppe’s® Rifle Rests
These bags are shaped and stitched to form a complete support for your stock and barrel.
Constructed from long-lasting, durable micro-fiber, these bags can easily be filled with sand
(not included) for stability. Every shooter would love to have one of these or the entire set.
Rifle Front Rest — 5 1/2" w x 5 1/2" d x 5" h
#3020
Rifle Rear Rest — 4 3/8" w x 4 3/4" d x 51/4" h #3021
Bench Rest — 6 1/2" w x 2 1/2" d x 2" h
#3010
Rifle Front Rest

Rifle Rear Rest

Bench Rest

Expert’s Bench Rest

Trust Hoppe’s to protect you
during shooting
Save your sight with our durable
safety glasses
These top-quality sporting glasses are optically correct and can be worn with or without
corrective lenses. Made of high impact poly-carbonate, they provide excellent protection
for all shooting and handloading operations. Great for outdoor use when glare-free vision
is important. Complies with rigid impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2003.

This well-constructed rifle rest is ideal
for range and field use, especially for
sighting-in and bench rest shooting. The
special alloy of the cast metal provides
stability, yet is light enough to carry
in the field for those long-range shots.
Sturdy rifle bed accepts the widest
forearms (dimensions: 5" w x 3 1/4" d).
Height extends to 8 1/4", retracts to 5 3/4".
Retractable screw-type pointed anchor
pins in each foot assure a non-slip grip
on bench tops.
#3000

Standard Safety Glasses
Can fit over standard eye glasses. Great
for shooting and industrial work.
Yellow
#3070
Gray
#3071
Clear
#3073
Yellow glasses sharpen contrast and
detail on cloudy days. Ideal for hunting,
trap and skeet shooting and skiing.

Comfort Fit Safety Glasses
A wide vision field and total comfort make
these glasses a top choice.
Yellow
#3053
Gray
#3054
Clear
#3055

Sport and Safety Glasses
Great for target and trap shooting because no
bottom frame gets in the way. Adjustable
length bows.
Yellow
#3056
Gray
#3057
Clear
#3058
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Gray glasses protect against sunlight
and glare. The gray color gives you a
relaxing shade for all-season wear.

Clear glasses are used by industrial
workers and indoor shooters. Highly
recommended for home workshop use.

Fold-Up Sound Muffler — 28 dB
Our best 28 dB Sound Muffler is available in a fold-up style for convenience
and compact storage. Ideal for field use. Features durable ABS plastic ear cups
with foam pillow inserts. Fully adjustable. Unique design folds into itself when
not in use. Provides superior ear protection by muffling noise to 28 dB.
#3092

Sound Muffler — 25 dB
Our 25 dB Sound Muffler is perfect for the range, trap and skeet, in the field or
wherever superior sound protection is required. Constructed of durable ABS
plastic ear cups with foam pillow inserts. Fully adjustable to fit all shapes and
sizes when worn over the head, behind the neck/head, or under the chin.
#3090

Hoppe’s Ear Plugs — 25 dB
Many professional shooters prefer ear
plugs to mufflers. Plugs allow freedom
of movement and eliminate problems
when shouldering or mounting firearms.
Hoppe’s Ear Plugs more than fit the bill.
Industrial-grade ultra-soft polymer with
flanged conical design offers superior
protection against loud noises, with a
soft, flexible fit.
Handy plastic
container with
Hoppe’s logo
included.
#3085

Secure your firearm from unauthorized use
Hoppe’s Universal Trigger Lock
Here’s a simple, affordable way for gun
owners to prevent unauthorized use. The
Hoppe’s Universal Trigger Lock easily slips
into place and provides a formidable barrier
that discourages misuse of a gun. Securityminded owners will find the lock easy to
remove. The casing is a bright fluorescent
orange for high visibility. An LED-lighted key
makes it easy to see the keyhole, even in low
light. A second standard key is also included.
Battery included/replacement #A389.
#L1

Decorative hangers let you display your firearms
Solid Brass Gun Display Hangers
Attractive brushed brass hangers for modern
and antique rifles, shotguns or any type of
long gun.
#N1004

Walnut Shields with Solid
Brass Hangers
Beautifully finished solid walnut shields set off
attractive brushed brass hangers, allowing you
to showcase your
modern and
antique rifles.
#N1009

Sportsmen’s Knobs
Here’s a simple low-cost way to hang anything wherever you want it hung.
Handsome walnut-finished knobs are turned and beveled to hold rifles, shotguns, swords,
knives, etc., securely against the wall. The brass-plated nail extends through the knob. To fasten,
simply drive the nail into the wall. Perfect for hats, coats, hunting gear, powder horns, archery
equipment of all kinds, etc. Knobs are attractively skin packed six per card.
#N-1001
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SHOOTING PROTECTION, ACCESSORIES & DISPLAY

Hear this! You need ear protection
for shooting and Hoppe’s has it!
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